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Introduction
ARGOS, A Replicable Genome InfOrmation
System, is a new genome information system
structure for organizing a common tool set with
Internet access, automatic replication,
installation and updates of genome databases. It
is component-based and loosely structured to
allow adoption of new techniques readily.
Common parts include BLAST, Gbrowse
genome maps, Apache and Tomcat Web
servers, PostgreSQL and MySQL databases and
informatics middleware. It includes libraries and
support for Java and Perl components and
middleware. It is designed for automatic
distribution and updates to any Unix computer.
Argos is being developed as part of the Generic
Model Organism Database (GMOD) project.
Example systems implementing Argos
framework include FlyBase and wFleaBase
genome databases.

FlyBase – a database of
the Drosophila genome
FlyBase (http://www.flybase.net/) is a
comprehensive database for genetic and
molecular information on Drosophila, the primary
species being Drosophila melanogaster. It
includes data from the Drosophila Genome
Projects and data curated from the literature. It is
built upon the Argos framework.

FlyBase-NG (Next Generation) provides
standard NCBI Blast service for sequence
searches against the whole Drosophila genome
as well as selected features like ESTs,
Transposons etc. Replication of FlyBase-NG
includes full replication of BLAST databases and
functions.

FlyBase Blast webpage

FlyBase-NG will now also provide WU-Blast
service alongwith NCBI Blast. The sequences
can be searched against the same set of
genome sequences as the NCBI Blast. Also,
Blast results  are hyperlinked for further
searches using whole chromosome arm
database.

FlyBase WU-Blast webpage

FlyBase provides Pattern Search service for
nucleotide and protein sequences using
PatScan. PatScan is a pattern matcher which
searches protein or nucleotide (DNA, RNA,
tRNA etc.) sequence archives for instances of a
pattern which the users input.

FlyBase PatScan webpage

FlyBase facilitates multiple ways for genomic
sequence download. Users can directly get
those sequences using ftp or rsync. Apart from
that, FlyBase also provides a Ftp Chooser,
which is an interface for sequence download.

Users need to select the sequence format, feature
and the sequence region of interest and can
download the sequence.

FlyBase FTP Chooser Interface

wFleaBase – a database of
Daphnia Genome
wFleaBase (http://iubio.bio.indiana.edu/daphnia) is
a database of the freshwater crustacean Daphnia
built completely on the Argos framework. It builds
on the features common to all species bases
provided by Argos. wFleaBase uses the
standalone NCBI blast integrated with the Argos
framework.

wFleaBase Blast webpage

wFleaBase also has a customized browsable
viewer for the blast results. It contains results of
blast of D. Magna, D. pulex ESTs & D. pulicaria
GSS against euGenes genomes and protein
coding genes.

wFleaBase  uses LuceGene, a genomic
information Indexing and Query system, for
search. It allows search and retrieval of Daphnia
sequences, MEDLINE documents, web
documents and Blast tables.

Batch Download is facilitated by a separate web
interface that can take in list of wFleaBase IDs
and give the sequences in fasta format to the
Browser for display or for download to a file. It
also allows programmed calls that can be used
within programs for retrieval.
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